We consider effects of parton (primarily gluon) bremstrahlung in the initial and final states of high transverse momentum hadron-hadron scattering. Monte Carlo calculations based on con ventional QCD parton branching and scattering processes are pre sented. The calculations are carried only to the parton level in the final state. We apply the model to the Drell-Yan process and to high transverse momentum hadron-hadron scattering triggered with a large aperture calorimeter. We show that the latter triggers are biased in that they select events with unusually large bremstrahlung effects. We suggest that this trigger bias explains the large cross section and non-coplanar events observed in the NA5 experiment at the SPS.
INTRODUCTION
Leptoproduction and hadronic scattering in QCD are character ized by the non-scaling behavior oi structure functions. This behavior arises from parton branching processes which alter the longitudinal momentum distribution of the hadronic constituents, typically increasing the structure functions at small x and decreas ing rhem at large x. The mechanism for this is the radiation of partons (principally gluons) by the active partons in a hard scat tering process. The radiated partons carry off longitudinal momen tum and this increases the liklihood that the hard scattering occurs between partons at low x. In the familiar Altarelli-Parisi (l) approach one characterizes the hadronic initial state by Q 2 -dependent structure functions for the active partons, and ignores the radiated partons. Furthermore the kinematics are usually sim plified to neglect the Q 2 -evolution of constituent transverse mo mentum. A fixed, x-independent constituent transverse momentum distribution is generally used for all values of Q 2 .
In this paper we use an approach in which each parton branching is governed by the basic Altarelli-Parisi kernels, but we also keep track of all the radiated partons and their subsequent branchings. We use full off-shell Kinematics and follow the transverse momentum evolution of the active and radiated partons. We treat final states at the parton level only, and therefore consider large aperture experiThis work was supported by the Division of High Energy Physics of the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. W~74G5-EMG-48; and UE-AC03-81-ER40050.
. ",,. . .. ., • , . . ^ ments which are less sensitive to hadronization effects than jet or single particle trigger experiments. We will see that even at the parton level, one can understand some of the main features of calorimeter experiments in terms of gluon radiation effects.
In the following section we describe the QCD evolution model used in our calculations. In Sec. Ill we describe trigger bias effects in large aperture calorimeters and give our results for the NA5 calorimeter. Sec. IV is a discussion of the Drell-Yan pro cesses in our model; particularly our use of the Prell-Yan p^ spec trum to choose the initial parton distributions. Details of the NA5 calculation, including px spectra and planarity distribu tions, are given in Sec. V, and in Sec. VI we give some predictions and comments concerning pp interactions at SPS collider energies.
II. THE MODEL
The model used was described in detail in Ref. (2) and essen tially the same ideas have been used by Odorico in the talk pre sented at this conference (3) . The methods were developed from the original ideas of Fox and Wolfrom (4) and Odorico and collaborators (s) for e^e" annihilation.
Hadron-hadron scattering in our formalism is illustrated in Figure 1 while some useful definitions are collected together in Tables 162. In the center of Figure 1 , we see the conventional hard scattering in which the transverse momentum is p . In the nor mal treatment (see for instance (6), one neglects the mass of the four partons involved in this collision denoted by heavy lines in the figure). One further uses a phenomenological transverse momen tum distribution for the initial state partons while the logitudinal momentum distributions G(x,t" ln ) are taken from leptoproduction experiments. The transverse momentum distribution for the partons is taken from measurements of the Dreli-Yan process. This picture produces a four jet final state: two jets correspond ing to the scattered partons and two correspond to the "beam re mains" left after the initial state patrons are removed from the incident hadrons. Often one will try to make realistic predictions for the complete structure of these events by hadronizing the four jets usually employing the Field Feynman model [7] . This does in fact provide a good first description of high px events (6,8j although as we see from the NAS data it does not describe large aperture calorimeter measurements! There are many things wrong with this calculation.
0)
As emphasized in ref. (9) , the partons involved in the collision do not have zero mass but in fact must be off shell. The initial state partons have negative m 2 and those in the final state positive m 2 .
(2) The four jet final state is only ar. approxima tion for Cespecially) gluon bremstrahlung from the initial and final partons produce multi-jet final states of complex topology.
(3) The transverse momentum distribution gets broader as one increases one's scale |t" | i.e. as one increases pj_ . This is already clear from the Drell-Van data (of Section IV) but is not included in most calculations.
(4) Not only are there significant real emission pro cesses mentioned in (2) but als virtual correc tions are expected to be large !10j .
(5) A convincing theoretical justification for the whole procedure -especially when it involves hadronization -is lacking (2) . Even if one is brave enough to use these methods, one cannot expect very precise results.
The techniques used in this paper put in the bremstrahlung from both the initial and final state partons and answer the first three objections above. The calculation employs the leading logarithm approximation and so is not exact but it does properly sum the bremstrahlung to all orders in a . We do not address the * s problems (4) and (5). However there is no reason to believe that the virtual corrections in (4) will alter the qualitative structure of the events and so if we concentrate on general features and not precise estimates, we should be quite safe. In fact we will only present results at the parton level here and so difficulties with hadronization are also avoided.
Returning to Figure 1 , we see that the initial state partons start off with a mass t = tR which we will take as -4 GeV 2 . These partons evolve toward the scale t" emitting gluons (and quarks in the manner described in Ref. [2] . Note that the "beam remains" are no longer a simple jet and are further Q 2 (t_ ) depen dent. The remains consist of the low-p, jet remaining after removal of the initial parton (as this parton is not far off shell, this part of the remains does have limited pj_) plus the Q 2 dependent collection of radiated partons. The effect of this radiation + To be precise, one should in fact take the initial partons to have a mass > tR with a distribution a (t)/ increases with Q" 1 and is reflected both in an increasing p of the parton just before it scatters -we call this Pj. rem (t™ ln ) -and an increasing complexity of the remains. This px is what is often called the "intrinsic" transverse momentum of the partons inside the hadron. The above discussion makes it clear that this trans verse momentum is scale dependent; on the other hand it is universal (at least in the leading logarithm approximation) and all processes governed by the same scale do exhibit the same transverse momentum distribution. Usually (6) one employs scale dependent logitudinal momentum distributions G(x,Q*) using analytic methods to sum the radiation effects. Our Monte Carlo reproduces (approximately) the same G(x,Q 2 ) but has the important advantage of also estimating the 2 brem associated Q dependent effects in the beam remains and the p distribution.
In implementing our ideas we have to decide on the scale t_ D Unfortunately this decision is outside the leading logarithm approximation and no firm answer can be given. We remind the reader that this difficulty crops up in the conventional discussion of hadron-hadron scattering (6) in the choice of the argument Q 2 of G(x,Q 2 ). We will in fact make not the best but the most convenient choice which in fact saves a large amount of computer time! The problem in applying our method to pp scattering is that one must choose tR before starting the evolution and hence before knowing the four vectors of the final partons. ThaTd" dp_L
In Figure 2 , we compare uhe new cross-section for this choice of t[? ln with that in ref.
(b) for the NA5 energy. The two calcula tions have the same pj_ shape but our new results are normalized a factor l.S below the old calculations. In fact the different Q 2 choice nukes a factor of 3 difference but the exact kinematics used in the new method restores a factor of 2. We feel that QCD calcula tions are currently uncertain to at least a factor of 2 and do not consider the difference in Figure 2 significant.
In Figure 3 , we show a couple of "typical" events (the first two generated by the computer) for hadron-hadron scattering at /s"=24 GeV and p. ar =5 GeV. The figure displays the transverse components of tKe final parton's momenta plus a picture of the evolution of the event. The first of these events (figure 3a) has in fact an unusually energetic brerastrahlung although the transverse energy is quite typical.
III. TRIGGER BIAS IN LARGE APERTURE CALORIMETERS
In our model hadronic interactions can produce events in which a significant fraction of the produced transverse energy is carried by gluon bremstrahlung, in addition to that carried by the hardscattering partons. Such events actually occur quite frequently, and lead to a trigger bias effect similar to that observed in small aperture (single particle or jet) triggers. To briefly review the small aperture effect, we recall that attempts to calculate the cross sections for such triggers using lowest order QCD parton interactions and hadronic wave functions without constituent trans verse momentum give results which are smaller than the data. The e'ffect has been explained by the introduction of a fixed constituent transverse momentum distribution wi th an average p, of 8S0 MeV/c (&). The basic parton interaction feeding a given trigger then takes place from initial states in which the partons are preferentially directed towards the trigger, the Q 2 of their hard scattering is reduced, and the QCD cross section in enhanced. It was also recognised in ref.
(6J that the [ intrinsic transverse momentum distribution is not really fixed, but evolves with Q 2 as in our current model. The evolution results in intrinsic transverse momentum effects which remain important at large Ss and large p.
, and To radiated par--brems tons accompanying large values of p small aperture trigger bias (t* ) which are an important feature of the final state. It is these radiated partons which lead to large aperture trigger bias effects hard scattering at a given appear jetlike with p.
-p"" 1 ", fluctuations will produce a in which p, is much larger. If one now concentrates experimen tally on a fixed range of p, " accepted into a large aperture calo rimeter, the question is whether the cross section is dominated by ,, hard scattering at smaller p^ parton-parton cross section (shown in Figure 2 ) is a steeply falling function of p, ar one expects the tail to be impor tant^ and this is our basic mechanism for large aperture trigger bias. The small and large aperture trigger biases come from the same physics, gluon bremstrahlung. For a small aperture trigger the bremstrahlung gluons are opposite the trigger while in the large aperture case the gluons actually enter the trigger calorimeter. A similar effect has been considered by Singer et al. (ll)> but with a fixed momentum distribution and fragmenting beam and target jets rather than explicit paron bremstrahlung in the initial state. Before describing our cal culations in detail we illustrate the mag nitude of the effect by giving our results for the SPS fixed target pp experiment NA5 (12) . This experiment at >^=24 CeV accepts events populating a fiducial region covering 2ir in azimuth and 54°<0 <135° cm in polar angle, and with accepted CT up to 18 GeV. (Measurements are also made for smaller azimuthal acceptances, but we do not con sider these since they are more sensitive to hadronization). The cross secti'm, da/dET is characterized by a linear exponential be havior cf approximately exp(F._0, and an absolute normalization about an order of magnitude larger than an estimate from a QCD jet model without parton bremstrahlung (but with hadronization). Figure 4 shows the NA5 data along with calculations at parton level from OUT model and from QCD jet model without bremstrahlung. Our results match the slope of the data, but are smaller by about an order of magnitude. Both hadronization and the unfolding of the experimental CT resolution (which is -5% for NA5) would tend to reduce this large aperture trigger bias difference. The use of E rather than £|p | to plot the experimen tal data accentuates the effects of hadronization. We note that the hadronized QCD jet model used by the NA5 group gives cross sec tions about an order of magnitude larger than our unhadronized ver sion (the open circles in Figure 4 ). If hadronization effects are of similar magnitude for the full model with bremstrahlung, it will end up being quite close to the data. Aside from such caveats con cerning the overall normalization Figure 4 illustrates our main point: already at the parton level gluon radiation effects greatly enhance the QCD jet cross section.
IV. THE DRELL-YAN PROCESS
The cross section integrated over all p^ for the Drell-Yan process pp-*-u*u~x is essentially identical in our model to that calculated from standard QCD techniques. In particular we would presumably need to renormalize our results up by a factor -2 to 3 to agree with the experimental measurements (l3J however the p^ distribution of the lepton pair is not calculable from the standard techniques and this allows both significant tests of our model and an opportunity to optimize our parameters. The application of our model to this case has already been described in Ref 2. Here we note that our formalism is in this case more precise formulation of the pioneering work of Parisi and Petrorzio (l4). The leading logarithm approximation used in our model has the advantage that it can be summed to all orders but the severe disadvantage of not even being exact to 0(a ).
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Returning to Figure 5 , we also see that <p^ i decreases as the longitudinal fraction x increases. This is also easy to understand because partons at low x are more likely to come from a bremstrahlung than those at large x which aTe preferentially partons which did not radiate. This effect follows from the necessity that any bremstrahlung will decrease the longitudinal momentum com bined with the rapidly decreasing (asx-*l) input x distributions.^" We have chosen <p, n > to be independent of x and parton type. This is not very reasonable because if we had made the same assumption at a lower t" --ft 2 , evolution to our choice r^ = -4 GeV 2 , would lead to a <p (-4 GeV z )> that is larger for gluons than quarks and decreases as x increases. The Drell-Yan data would prefer a modest x dependence in the <p_i_ > for quarks but there is no quantitative handle (as yet) for the gluons. We have explored choosing* lower vl but have not found very satisfactory results i.e. the fits to the Brell-Yan data seem worse. This is not very sur prising because it is neither unreasonable to use leading order perturbative QCD below 4 GeV 2 . In any case we will stick with t^ = -4 GeV 2 and a type and x independent <p r lc >.
In figures 6 to 9, we compare our model with some of the available data on both <p^> and the p distributions for pp -* u*u~x. The agreement is quite good although the model does tend to under estimate the yield at large p, . In figure 9 we show that an exact 0(a ) calculation + (l9) is slightly better although it too lies belSw the trend of the data for <p. > at /5=62 GeV. Note the exact 0(a ) calculation needs a slightly lower <p. >; namely 600 MeV which again indicates that leading log Monto Carlo is under estimating the high p brernstrahlung. In fact, Ref. 18 decomposes the 0(a ) calculation at 1^=62 GeV, 5<m(u + u")<8 GeV into the Compton (o,j;-*qY*) and annihilation terms (qq-"-gY*) .
tAt higher momenta the <p > is no longer peaked at x = 0 but rather at an intermediate x value. Now all partons come from bremstrahlung and those at low x are kinematical ly required to have lower px. ttWe have also chosen the upper limit t_ = m 2 + -rather than -n J M + uas in Ref. 4 . BUM
• With n prescription to cutoff the low p, divergence.
The total leading log calculation follows the 0(a ) annihila tion term quite closely whereas in the 0(a) calculation it is the
Compton term that dominates at large p^. This suggests that the leading log approximation is underestimating the Compton contribu tion.
V. THE NAS EXPERIMENT (l2)
The mechanism behind the enhancement of the QCD cross sections shown in Figure 4 has been described in Sec. III. Here we wish to examine the effect in more detail by displaying p. r cross-section spectra and the shape properties of biased events. In Figure 10 we show do/dp, ar for scattering into two fixed p^ ranges at NAS. The area under the curves corresponds to the observed cross section. Figure 14 will contain a broad high-P enhance ment, this will be substantially degraded by hadronization.
VI. EARLY RESULTS FROM UA1
As a final il. jstration of our results we show calculations and data for the trans/erse energy distribution of the SPS collider ex periment UA1 (20) . This is shown in Figure 15 where the calculated points are normalized to a total inelastic pp cross section of 50 mb at /s" = 540 GeV. Here our parton level calculations do not do nearly as well as they did for NA5. A feature of the UA1 data is that evn for the very large transverse energies observed, all events seem to be made up of numerous soft particles with an average FT per particle of about 500 MeV. This indicates the presence of large hadronization effects. Our calculations also indicate this; they produce events with high parton multiplicities and very non-jetlike shapes. Work is in progress to include hadronization in our calculations, and to make quantitative comparisons with both the NA5 and the SPS collider data. Two typical events are shown in Figure 16 .
We thank the UA1 group for permission to use their data in Figure 15 , but at the experimentors request we also warn the reader that these data are very preliminary. Fig. 1 : The picture of hadron hadron scattering used in this paper and described in Section II. The notation is defined in Tables 1 and  2 .
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Hiasod ovein saiisfvinu l!p" ' ** = K x • 10 CcV at fs -2U CleV and p ± ' of !."> CoV. The notai inn is described in the cnption to Fig. 12(a) . = E x ' • 18 GeV at /s = 540 GeV and p± rd The notation is described in the caption to Fig. 12(a) .
